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An Experimental Study Concerning the Pressurization 

and Stratification of Liquid Hydrogen 1, 2 

A. F. Schmidt, J. R. Purcell, W . A. Wilson, and R. V. Smith 3 

(December 19, 1960) 

A 625 gallon powder-insulated Dewar has been built and appropriately instrumented 
to provide information concerning pressurization gas consumption, ullage pressure, liquid 
level (ullage volume, indirectly), horizontal and vertical temperature surveys t hroug hout 
the test fluid, and lapsed t ime. Pressurization levels of 25, 75, 125, and 180 psig have been 
examined individually. Two techniques-one based on the case of one-dimensional heat 
flow in a se mi-infinite solid and t he other founded on an electrical network analog of t he 
thermal system-are given for making reasonable predictions concerning liquid-phase hydro
gen temperature distribution in well-ins ulated, rapidly-pressurized storage ves els. A t her
mal analysis is presented which indicates t he mechanics of heat transmission and adsorption 
in the fI uid. 

1. Introduction 

The so-called temperature stratification phenom
enon, which has been observed in containers of cryo
genic fluids under certain conditions, is of sufficien t 
interest in the field of cryogenic engineering to war
rant special investigation. Areas in which the 
resul ts of such research may be applied profitably 
include those conce1'11in O' the transfer of liquefied 
gases by pressurization, tKe transfer of liquefi ed gases 
by pumping, and the sealed storage of liquefied gases. 
In the first case, the stratification of con tents in a 
vessel used to supply transfer fluid p ermits the utili
zation of sub cooled liquid , the properties of which are 
desirable from the aspect of s ingle-ph ase flow charac
teristics. In the second case, stratification provides 
a means to attain, and sustain, Net Positive Suction 
Head for transfer by pumping, the absolu te magni
t ude of NPSH required here depending upon both 
fluid and pump characteristics and the geometry of 
the pumping situation. For the final case, the effect 
of stratification is undesirable, generally, du e to the 
accompanying promotion of an excessive rate of 
pressure rise in the storage vessel ullage sp ace; the 
undesirability is pronounced for sealed "no-loss" 
transport containers in which the maximum time 
permissible in transit is a direct function of the con
tainer design pressure. 

2. Experimental Equipment 

An elevation assembly drawing of the 625 gallon 
Dewar used in this study is presented in figure 1. 
The inner vessel is supported within the outer shell 
by means of a 15 in. diam stainless steel c'ylinder 
which is fastened between central portions of the two 

I 'I'his work was supported by the U.S. Atomic E nergy Commission . 
'This paper is an expanded version or a paper presented at tbe 1959 Cryogenic 

Engineering Conrerence, Berkeley, Calir., September 4, 1959. 
3 Associate }'roressor or Mechanical Engineering, Colorado State University. 
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top dished heads as shown in the drawing. The 
diameter of this cylinder was chosen to provide a 
man way into the test container for relatively easy 
access to the internal instrumentation. Evacuated 
perlite is the insulating medium, and filtered vacuum 
pump connections are located on both the top and 
the bottom disbed heads; flanges attached directly 
to the base of each evacuation port permit filling and 
draining of the insulation space. A static D ewar 
vacuum of 10 to ] 5 f.L is achieved in the cold, hydro
gen-filled D ewftr. 

DUAL PURPOSE VEN T OR 
PRESSURIZATION TUBE 

CAPACITA NCE 
TUBE 

THERMOCOUPLE ~--t--I+------j~1I 
RAKE 

EVACUATED 
PERLITE 
INSULATION 

THERMOCOUPLE LEAD 

/ PRESSURE SE AL 

GAS DIFFUSER 

i-+------I-+INSTRUMENT LINE 
VACUUM JACKET 

VENTURl 

1 h---:#<~VENTUR I UPSTREAM 

VAPOR BULB --\~~~;:::::~..-,r? PRESSURE TAP 
TERMINATION 

FIGURE 1. 625 gallon lest Dewar. 



20 MIL, BRIGHT 
STAINLESS STEEL 
BAFFLES, SPACED 
3 INCH.ES APART 

CURLED BRASS SHAVINGS 

FIGURE 2. 625 gallon lest Dewar-manway section 
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Essentially all critical test componen ts are J 
attached to the manway cover, thereby providing an I 

orderly means for placing, r emoving, and examining \ 
internal equipment, when n ecessary, with a minimum ~ 
of difficulty (fig . 2). Horizon tal, brigb t stainless 
steel baffles are soldered to t he fill , vent, and ins tru
ment lead tubes at regular intervals within th e access 
cylinder to minimize hy drogen gas circulation and 
thermal radiation in this region . One common 
method of insulating a zone such as this, which may ) 
b e exposed to temperatures approximating 300 OK i 
on one side and something less than 100 OK on the 
other , is to build an evacuated-powder or high
vacuum insulated plug with a cylindrical stainless 
steel wall. However , in t he case of a moderate 01' ) 

high-pressure r ated container , th e plug must b e built ,2 
to withstand vessel design pressure- implying rela- V 
Lively heavy plug walls. As a con sequence of the ).1 
thermal conduction characteristics of various ma
terials involved , the hy drogen gas-baffle arrange
ment provides a b etter h eat barrier across the man
way than would a plug of adequate pressure rating . ( 
For this r eason, and 1'01' the sak e of simplicity and .1 
economy, the baffle construction was used. It 
may b e of interest to note that the thermal conduc
t ivi ty of hydrogen gas is approximately one hundred 
times tha t of evacuated powder and one-hundredth 
that of stainless steel. 

LocaLed immediately beneath t he bottom op ening 
of the access cylinder is a gas diffuser which diver ts l 
the incoming pressurization gas 90 ° through curled 1 
brass shavings and introduces the stream tangentially 
to the underside of th e inner sh ell top dished head. \ 
The diffuser is fed by a n~ in. tub e which also serves 
as a gas vent when the test vessel is b eing fill ed or 
depressurized. 

A capacitan ce prob e, han ging from the bottom of 
the diffuser , is used to provide the liquid conten ts 
(level) determination- the signal of the probe b eing 
furnish ed to a direct-reading recorder. Auxiliary "1' 
level inform ation m ay b e obtained by observing th e 
D ewar ullage pressure, b y then noting the saturation ' 
temperature corresponding to t his pressure on a I 

hydrogen vapor pressure-temperature diagram , and 
finally by locating this temperature in data provided 
by the vertical thermocouple rake. Knowledge of I 

the liquid surface location derived by th e latter :f 
method h as proved t o be quite precise in the zone 
of closely-grouped thermocouples; in other r egions, 
the precision is und erstandably lacking. 

Further examination of figure 1 reveals a Venturi 
tube which is attach ed to the inlet of t h e fluid dis- I 
ch arge tube to permit evaluation of such a device in 
cryogenic m edia . R esults of this work ar c presented .1 
in anoth er paper .4 

In the experimen tal progr am , two thermocouple 
rakes ar e utilized- one installed vertically in the 
center of the vessel, and the other fastened to t he 
side wall , capable of sensing horizontal temper ature 
profiles from zero to 11 in . from the wall at three 
distinct levels (approximately 17,49, and 56 in. from ) 

I J . R. P urcell, A. F . Scbmidt, R. B . J acobs, Tbe Vcnturi tnbc as a liquefied 
gas ftow measuring device, Advances in Oryogenic Engineering, 5, pp. 282 to 288 f.. 
(Plenum Press, ~ew York, N.Y., 1960). ( 
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the tank bot tom, respectively). F igure 3 illu stra tes 
the pl acement of each th ermocouple in th e verti cfll 
direction. 

Th e system of differential thermocouples- 59 in 
all- is composed of one 36 gage gold-cobalt lead and 
a n appropriate number of 36 gage copper leads, each 
of wJli ch passes through a rubber compression-typ e 
senl at the top of the tank. A reference junction 
for t he entire series of 'couples is attached to a small 
p arahydrogen-filled vapor-pressure bulb located be
low the inlet of the Venturi ; r efer ence Lemperature 
information, therefore , is derived hom bulb pressure 
da ta and a parah:ydrogen vapor pres m e-temperature 
curve. Temper atures, corresponding to t he vapor 
bulb pressure readings, are accurate to ± 0.05 oK. 

H ydrogen pressurization gas is s tored at high pres
sure in a standard tub e t railer of 260 (" t3 fr ee volume, 
from which it passes t hrough a preset pressure
r ecorder-actuated solenoid valve a nd on into th e 
D ewn,r during pressuriza tion. 

3. Test Procedure and Results 

In an effor t to present t he da ta accumulated from 
each pressurizfl.tion run most descripLively, tes ts 
A- 2, A- 3, A- 4, and B- 1 have been an alyzed gr aphi
cally through t emp erature-time and t empera ture
height curves (fig . 4to 9). T est identification sym
bols list ed above refer to the conditions of Lable l. 

.L T ests A- I t hr ough A- 4 wer e conducLed in th e 
following manner: Th e test vessel liquid inlet con
necLion was sealed off, and the cont fl. in er was main
Lained at % psig [or a minimum of ] 6 hr by vent ing 
in Lo a hydrogen gasholder. At tb e end of Lhi s p eriod 
(actually th e start of the tes t day), during whi ch 
t ime the fluid contents had reached an equilibrium 
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st fl. te, it complete set of thermocouple r eadings was 
taken and r ecorded as the initial condition . . The
vent-to-gasholder valve was then closed , a pressure
r ecorder-actu a ted olenoid valve between the hydro
gen gas t ube trailer and the tes t container gas 
diffuser was opened and pressuriza tion of Lhe D ewar 
to a preselec ted level was e1l'ected within 30 sec. 
Additional small q uan tit ie of gas wer e generally 
r equired for 15 min afterLhe initi al pressurization in 
order to maintain th e desired pres m e level , afLer 
which t ime the liquid evaporation r ate became more 
than sufficient to furnish t he n eeded gas. R at.her 
than dis turb the temp erature gradients being 
es tablished in the test space by continuously l'elea ing 
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the gas overpressure, the vent was kept closed an:d 
the pressure was permitted to rise naturally through
out the test period. Thermocouple and vapor 
pressure data were recorded every 7f hI' for 8 hr. i 
Termination of the test after 8 hI' was accomplished 
simply by deactivating the recorder-actuated solenOid JJ 
valve and depressurizing the tank to gasholder 
conditions for overnight standby. Gas consumed in 
each of the tests listed above was measured by 
opening enough tubes in the gas trailer manifold to 
exceed, by a small margin, a precalculated demand; 
the temperature and pressure of this gas were then 
recorded, pressurization of the test Dewar occurred, 
and the final trailer manifold temperature and 
pressure were noted. Knowledge of the fluid ~ 
capacity of each tube in the trailer, coupled with the I 
pressure-temperature data recorded above, then 
provided information concerning the amount of , 
pressurizing gas required in each test. 

Temperature versus time, hydrogen test A-4, 180 
psig. 

Pressure build-up test B- 1 was effected by com- , 
pletely sealing off the experimental chamber and 
recording the necessary data three times a day over .J 

an 80 hI' test run. ( 

TABLE 1. 

'r est Final Ullage 
Initial pressure a pressure b Pressuriza- Liquid volume 

Test No. pressure (zero time (zero time tion gas cou· volume (i ncluding 
(zero time) plus .v. min) plu~ 7% hr) sumption manway 

volume) 

psig psig psig scf cf cf 
A- 1 % 25 46 110 67. 2 20.3 
A- 2 % 75 102 310 63. 2 21. 3 
A- 3 % 125 160 465 59. 7 27.8 
A-4 

~ 180 (195)' 700 57. 3 30. 2 
B- 1 3~ % 10 --.- 56.3 31. 2 

• 'l'est pressure refers to level achieved with t ube trailer pressurization gas. 
b Final pressure refers to level achieved at completion of test (pressure resulting fro m combination 

of tube trailer gas and gas evolved during test period). 
, Final pressurl' after 3J,i hr. 
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4. Discu:ssion 

Data obtained from the :program described here 
were studied and used :in several different ways: 

(1) Pressurization gas .consumption data were 
recorded and sevenu attenlpts were made to correlate 
this information ; an insufficient number of vapor
pha e th ermooouples :plus the addition al complica
t ion of ilTegular vessel geometry du e to the man way 
volume discomaged exte:msive work in this area; 

(2 ) Considering system geom etry and certa in 
propcrties 01' the test fluid , metnl conta ining wall 
.and evacuated-powder i1l11Slihation , a thermal analysis 
was m ade to determin:e the m echanics of heat 
transmission and a bsorp t ioI;l in the fluid; 

(3) A m ethod useful i~Jl predicting the change of 
,temper ftture with. time at :anny given point in a solid 
was appli ed to the c >..-p{'))'imental quantity of liquid 
11ydrogen- the t J1coretiCl-u results were compared 
wi t h e:'q)erimental inrOl'Iru1ti011 ; 

(4) An electricaJ network n,nalog of t he t hermal 
'ystem was con trueted <l!Ilf.ld a co mp arison with the 
,Wleoreticnl method (3) was mad e. 

4.1 . Pressurization. Gos Consumption 

Information pertaining to the consumpt ion of 
:P'ltcssurization gf1S, Pl'es8lU'C level and ullage volume 
:imJ t hi s seri es of tests is presellt:ed in table 1. One in
wIBsting observation clln be made from th ese data. 
For .a perfect gas- using BoyJe 's La.w (p V = p' V') 
ttbe ,amount of gas l'eq uired to clevate th e pressme p 
En :a known volume V' to a 8pecifi ed level p ' may be 
dcuaated (assuming no condelll.saLion , evaporat ion , 
etc.). R esul ts of the [mH' test.s r eportcd here indi
<eate t.bat the pressurization gas ,consumed in any test 
,can bee predicted to an accw'l),cy of 10 percent by 
61 t u.sing Lh e perfect gas relatim)ship to compute a 
requitr\ed volume V of gas at stan dard condit ions, 
then doubling th e answer. To 1'e tate, t he amoun t 
(){ gas needed to pressuriz e a vessel of t his particular 
geometry is approximately twice t hat computed from 
Boyle's .Law. Gas temp eritture, pressuriza tion time 
a nd diffuser configuration should also be considered 
in t he fin al analysis. Although the correlat ion is 
crude, it may b e of som e value in estimating the 
requirements of subsequent work of t his nature. 

4.2. Thermal Analysis 

H eat transmission into th e liquid hydrogen was 
considered to occur in the following mann er: 

(1) The uniform (bulk) temp erature portion of 
t he liquid is warmed by heat tr a ns ferred from t he 
containing surface and thence by convection ; 

(2 ) Th e stratified liquid layer is warmed by heat 
conducted from vapor above th e in terface and by 
condensation at th e interfa.ce; 

(3) Vaporization occurs ftt t h e outer periphery of 
t he interface where liquid contacts th e warmer 
meta l. 

V~llidity of t hese assumptions m ay be tested by 
heat balances u sing intern al en ergy and apparent 
bca~ tr.ansf er in format jon. T aking experimental 
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dt1ta from the last hour and a hall' of test A- 3 (fig. 
5) as an example, calcu lat ions indi cate 11 total 
internal en ergy change r ate of 53. w: 

In ternal Energy Change Rate 

In uniform t emperature portion of liquid (below 
38") _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 17. 5 w 

In str atified portion of liquid (above 38" to 50.3") _ 24. 0 w 
To r a ise mass of liquid to be vaporized to satura-

tion temperature ___________________ _________ 6.5 w 
To raise mass of liquid to be vaporized from sat u-

rated liquid to final vapor state_ ______________ 22.3 w 

70.3 w 
To cool ini t ia l mass of vapor to final state ________ -16.5 w 

53. 8 w 

In determining apparent heat transfer through the 
evacuated-powder tank insulation and down the man
way, a value of insulation conductivity (k = 40 ).Lw/cm 
OK) was chosen such t hat the heat transmission 
computed from D ewar geometry (below) eq uall ed 
the eomputed rate of change in in tern al energy 
(above). The r easo n 1'01' choosing it valu e of k in the 
man ner described relates back: to some u.ncertainty 
existing in t he t1bsolu te valu e of this property, even 
wi t il a ra il' knowledge of material su bstance, size 
a nd in terst it iftl pressure. The value computed is 
within t he r ange of values considered r easonable for 
the material. 

H eat Transfer Rale 

Through bottom head of test vesseL ______________ 10.7 w 
Through cyl indr ical wall of uniform te mperature 

portion of li qu id (below 38") ___________________ 14.2 w 
Through cylindrical wall of strat ifi ed portion of 

li q ui d (above 38" to 50.3") ____________________ 7.3 w 
T hl'oug h vessel wall s urrounding vapor p hase (above 

50.3") _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 8.1 w 
Thro ug h man way (hydrogen gas and metal neck) ___ 13.5 w 

53.8 w 

Ch ecking premise (1 ), The uniform (bulk) temper
ature portion of the Liquid is warmed by heat transferred 
from the containing sUl:face, and thence by convection: 

Internal energy ch ange rate "'" Heat transfer rate 
17.5 w ","24.9 w 

Then wi th respect to t he str atified lftyer , a n as
sumption is made that heat transferred through the 
wall surrounding this portion of fluid provide the 
energy r equired to raise the temperature of the liquid, 
\"hich is to b e vaporized, from the bulk temper ature 
to a satura,ted condi tion. 

In tern al energy ch ange r ate "'" Heat tra nsfer rate 
6.5w "'" 7.3w 

An apparent surplus of transferr ed heat (7.4 + 
0.8=8.2 w), from the two zones ( 01' regions) con
sidered, may be assumed to contribute to vaporiza
tion at th e periphery interface. 

From premise (2), The stratified liquid layer is 
warmed by heat conducted from vapm' above the interface 
and by condensation at the interface: 



l. 
Condensation rate 

(interface) 
~ Internal energy change rate - Heat conduction rate 

(stratified layer) (vapor to liquid) 
~ 24.0 w - 5.5 w 
~ 18.5 w 

where the heat conduction rate is computed from 
the gas phase portion of curves F and G (test A- 3) 
near the interface. 

To complete the account of heat distribution in 
the Dewar, from interface up , gas phase temperature 
and pressure information over the chosen hour and 
one-half test interval is used to calculate a system 
mass (gas) increase. This!::.m is then multiplied by 
the latent heat of vaporization of hydrogen, result
ing in a net vaporization energy value of 8.5 w. 
Total vaporization rate, therefore, is equal to the 
condensation rate computed previously plus the net 
vaporization rate computed above, or 

Total vaporization rate = 18.5+8 .5= 27.0 w 

This rate, plus the 5.5 w conducted through the 
vapor to the interface, must be supplied from above 
the interface and from the apparent surplus beneath 
the interface. 

4.3. Semi-Infinite Solid 

The experimental volume of liquid hydrogen has 
been treated as a semi-infinite solid with the liquid
vapor interface representing a constant temperature 
bounding face. Since equilibrium temperatures are 
observed throughout the test fluid prior to pressuriza
tion, and since the plane surface temperature imme
diately after pressurization is also known (saturation 
temperature corresponding to interfacial pressure), 
the uniform temperature of the liquid and the sud
denly-changed surface temperature are known. With 
this information, and certain physical fluid properties, 
the case of one-dimensional heat flow in a semi
infinite solid may be calculated. 

A solution for the temperature history T(x, 8) 
must satisfy the partial-differential equation of 
Fourier, 

By imposing appropriate initial and boundary condi
tions and proceeding through the necessary mathe
matical sequence, the desired relationship is found 
to be 

where 

l __ 

t= temperature at distance x below liquid-vapor 
interface, 

t l = saturation temperature corresponding to pres
sure at interface, 

tt=initial fluid equilibrium temperature, 
x= distance below interface at temperature t, 

8= time, 
a = thermal diffusivity, = k/pOp 

k= thermal conductivity, 
p= density, 

Op = specific heat at constant pressure, 

2_ rx{2,,;;o e-1-.2d),,=erl:or function, or probability 
~ 7r J 0 m tegral. 

A primary decision one faces in working out the 
mechanics of this problem concerns a somewhat arbi
trary choice in the value of thermal diffusivity. 
Clearly, it must be evaluated at some temperature 
between t i and il. For the case of liquid hydrogen, 
the variation in a is not considerable- the value at 
20 oK being approximately one-third higher than 
that at 31 oK; further, it is -r;; that is used in this 
computation. With this knowledge then, and the 
additional stipulation that Op be used as heat capacity 
in the diffusivity determination, one may choose es
sentially any value of a between tt and t l , run through 
the simple mathematics of the problem and arrive at 
an excellent appro)"-lmation of fluid temperature dis~ 
tribution. In most cases, the accuracy associated 
with such a method of choosing a is more than suf
ficient. If, however, it is desired to refine tbe calcu':' 
lation, the initial approximation (above) may be 
used to provide basic temperature versus distance 
curves, from which any value, or values, of a can be 
selected for the final computation. ' 

This method of theoretically simulating the actual 
physical conditions described previously is not with
out limitation when applied to liquefied gases of small 
latent heat of vaporization and low temperature. An 
efficient thermal insulation was used to envelop the 
test container in this work, thereby permitting rela':' 
tively little heat to flow into the fluid . Should the 
liquid be submitted to a progressively higher heat 
flux, degradation of the established temperature gra
dients would be noted at some increased value of this 
flux due to greater boiling, and hence agitation, of 
the liquid . A poorly insulated volume of liquid, fluid 
containers utilizing high-thermal conductivity ma
terials of construction in shell walls, liners, baff1es, 
etc., and Dewars in transit, may not be adapted to 
this type of analysis. 
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As implied in preceding paragraphs, the represen
tation of a quantity of liquefied gas by a semi-infinite 
solid is interesting and apparently feasible. The 
method has been applied to the reported experimen
tal data with excellent resulLs. Test nata were not 
completely analogous in that the bulk :fluid tempera
ture shifted slightly with time, due to tho combined 
effects of heat transmitted into the liquid from the 
containing wall and compression of the liquid, and 
also because of tb,e fact that the interface temperature 
shifted somewhat during the test period as a result of 
the pressure increase in the nOllvented Dewar. 
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However these deviations had only a secondary 
efTect on ' the problem. A comparison of theoretical 
and experimental values for the 125 psig test (A- 3) 
rev~als the following information (s~e fig. 10): 1!siI?g 
an mterface temperature of 30.8 K and ~ llqUId 
bulle temperature of 20.3 oK , a ~emperature di!ference 
of 10.5 oK has been establIshed. For dIstances 
greater than 3 in. below the surface of the liquid .. and 
for any time between zero fmd 8 hI', t he max~mum 
deviation between theoretical and experimental work 
is 0.3 OK, or 3 percent of the temperature span, 
while the average deviation is less than 0.1 OK. The 
first 3 in. beneath the surface are affected more by 
an increl1se in interface (saturation) temperature 
with time and by the slight increase in volume of the 
liquid so that a direct comparison here is likely to 
show 't he greatest error. Even so, the maximum 
error is seen to be less than 1.5 OK. 

4.4. Electrical Network Analog 

In order to evaluate more directly the effect of 
bulk and surface temperature shift previously men
tioned some time was devoted to the use of an 
electri~al analog as a means of most conveniently 
examining this shift. Also, the abili ty t~ J?hysically 
observe experimental phenomena reqUInng 8 hI' 
being simulated electrically in a few seconds is of 
considerable interest. 

The electrical analog is based on the equation 
OV 1 02V . h 1 F' . ""'5ij=ROfOX2 (compare WIt tle jou1'1er equatIOn 

oT 02T . 1 . 1) ' f d' t 'b t d 08 = a ox2 prevIOUS y mentlOnec , 1 IS 1'1 U e 

constants are used in the circuitry. Using lumped 
constants-that is, conventional resistors and capaci
tors- the error is slight if reasonable consideration 
is given to circuit construction_ It is seen from the 
above equations that voltage is analogous to t empera
ture in the thermal circuit and that the electrical 
diffusivity l /RC corresponds to the thermal diffusivity 
a. In the overall circuit, it is not necessary to define 
resistance and capacitance individually- only the 
product which determines the time constant and 
thus the ratio a/ l /RC, or aRC. This ratio is gener
ally quite large (approximately 20,000 in the prese?-t 
case) due to practical limitations of the cirCUIt. 
However, the advantage of such a circuit is u~der
"tandable in that the curves are plotted very rapIdly. 

Results obtained by this technique were exactly 
comparable with those achieved by the method of 
the semi-infinite solid . Unfortunately, circumstances 
did not permit further refinement of the circuit to 
provide for the O'radual shift of bulk and surface 
temperatures with time; it is hoped that this may 
be accomplished in the near future. 
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5. Conclusions 

It is evident from the preceding paragraphs that 
reasonable predictions can be ma~e c~:mc~rnin~ liquid
phase hydrogen temperature dIstnbutlOn lJl well
insulated rapidly-pressurized tomge vessels. 

By tre~ting the liquid as a semi-infinite solid, one 
may foretell the temperature history, te~peratu~'e 
O'radient and heating rate of Lhe stratIfied flUId 
portion beneath the liquid-vapor interface; whe~e 
numerous succeeding initial and boundary condI
tions are to be imposed in the manner of trial and 
error where these conditions are to vary with time 
for a~y one given situation, or where a variation of 
thermal properties must be taken into ~ccount, the 
electrical analog met.hod may be modIfied to per-
mit more rapid solutions. . . 

Additionally, if heat flux through the contalllJ;'1g 
vessel wall is known, bulk liquid temperature n se 
may be predicted in a very rough manner. 

Finally, it will be noted b.y the cm:ves presented 
here and by theory, that an mcrease lJl ullage pres
sure-'-hence an increase of interfaci al temperature
results in the transfer of more heat to the stratified 
layer the quantity of which is calculable using the 
method of the semi-infinite solid. Knowledge of 
this may serve as one criterion in the optimization 
of pressure level within a liquefied gas storage or 
transfer system. 

(Paper 65C2- 58) 
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